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Onderwerp: Nomination Nobelpeace prize
Van: "d.e.stokkel" <d.e.stokkel@online.nl>
Datum: 5-1-2012 16:53
Aan: comments@nobelprize.org
Nobel Committee,

I hereby nominate one of the Mexican mothers - who has lost ther daughter to torture & serial
killings
in Ciudad Juarez Mexico - for the NOBELPRIZE for Peace.
Irma Monreal at Grulla 2205, Colonia Granjas de Chapultepec, Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua,
Mexico 32677.

In Ciudad Juarez are about 500 young women kidnapped and killed by high-placed persons.
Neither the UN nor the Mexican politicians try to stop this hel; they sabotage justice for the women
and their families.
Although the Inter-American court of Human Rights has ordered the Mexican authorities to investigate
on
the death of girls in a cottonfield, not 1 suspect is brought to trial or put in prison.
www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_205_ing.doc

The addresses of a few of the mothers I found on:
http://dartcenter.org/content/women-juarez-9

And...
I believe there is something seriously wrong with the way the Nobel Committee selects organisations
& persons who
may nominate another person for the Nobelpeaceprize.
The Nobel Committee invites organisations to nominate somebody, while those organisations
themselves violate human rights
in every possible way... for political reasons.

For example. You ask International Courts to nominate a person, assuming that these type of court
practice Human rights & Justice.
The International Criminal Court tortures me and tries to kill me, because I am the first
Dutch woman who started an ICC-lawcase
against the NL Supreme court and NL-politicians.
Because Nobody forces ICC to publish truth about files they receive, the highest Criminal
Court on Earth is free to be a warcriminal.
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The Nobel Committie makes it impossible for the victims of these 'fake fair International court-systems
and fake other HR-organisations',
to prove that those organisations operate like warcriminals.

Its impossible for these type of victims to nominate a truelly 'Good & Important
person on Earth' for the Nobel peaceprize.

My nomination of Irma Monreal in Ciudad Juarez - just 1 single mother and victim of a type of
genocide that is ignored for political reasons is my personal protest against the nomination system of the Nobel Committee.
I am not an official organisation, only another type of victim of crimes against humanity on Earth.

I believe that Irma Monreal - and all the parents of the missing girls of Ciudad Juarez
need the Nobelprize in order to get some justice done.

Desiree Stokkel
www.desireestokkel.nl

when you don't want to receive my emails inform me on d.e.stokkel@online.nl
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